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Structured Abstract 

Background: References to the importance of measurement uncertainty (MU) can be found in numerous national 
curricula. However, the number of materials for the introduction of MU in science teaching and science education 
research on MU in general, can genuinely be considered limited. The development of a teaching-learning sequence 
(TLS) for high school students (upper secondary), which is based on standardised ISO methods on how to deal with 
MU has not been carried out so far. Introducing MU to teachers among development and evaluation of curricula is 
therefore the current stage of research in this particular area. 
Purpose: The present project involved the development and evaluation of a TLS for upper secondary that is based 
on the Guide to Expression of Uncertainty (GUM) to provide materials that can be directly implemented in the science 
classroom. A final product that facilitates deeper understanding of MU and its application in a scientific context by 
learners are the main objectives. 
Design/Methods and setting: Using a design-based research approach, the project involved various research and 
development cycles that consisted of expert interviews, educational reconstruction, probing acceptances in addition to 
collection and analysis of data gathered in three different Physics classes in Austria (32 learners participated). A variety 
of different instruments of empirical education research (e.g. analysis of videos, interviews, quantitative data, etc.) has 
been used in this project. 
Results and Conclusion: The central design principle was ‘trustworthiness of experiments and data’ following GUM 
recommendations of Type-A and Type-B determination. Students first build a measuring instrument by themselves to 
introduce Type-B uncertainties. Then - using the same instrument for their measurements -they acquire a measurement 
series for a subsequent introduction of Type-A uncertainties. The TLS provides a complete introduction using ISO 
standardised methods on how to deal with MU. The evaluation was successful, key concepts were accepted by students 
and learning objectives were achieved. The concept of ‘trustworthiness’ is currently under further investigation at the 
University of Vienna during a study that builds on the findings of this projects.  
Keywords: Measurement uncertainties, curriculum development, design-based research, GUM, secondary education, Nature of Science 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Relevance of measurement uncertainty in (phisics and science) education 

The significance of a concept for scientific reasoning and understanding must be assessed to evaluate its implementa-
tion in the science classroom. Measurement Uncertainty (MU) is a fundamental part of experimental scientific practices 
and the generation of knowledge, which makes it essential for doing science in general. Such standardised practice 
regarding MU is as of now also demanded by an ISO standard, which is based on the Guide to Expression of Uncer-
tainty (GUM). Experimental methods are not only part of academic research, but also account for a central part of 
physics teaching (Harlen, 1999; Heinicke, 2014; Tesch & Duit, 2002). Harlen (1999) concludes that learners need to 
“do science” (p. 23). in order to understand it and highlights the role of experiments in physics education. Heinicke 
(2012, p. 4) gets to the heart of this matter by stating that teaching the concept of MU correspond with showing the 
adequate limitation of scientific knowledge on both a tertiary and secondary education level. The latter is explicitly put 
into the context of contributing to general education purposes and establishing responsible citizenship. This aligns 
with the potential of MU and deeper understanding of Nature of Science (NOS). Buffler et al. (2009) elaborate on the 
relation between knowledge about the “Nature of Scientific Measurement” and about NOS in general. Heinicke (2012, 
p. 12) adds that aspects of MU are valuable information rather than shortcomings or flaws of an experimental result, 
which are decisive for its interpretation and analysis. This circumstance is highlighted by the fact that the interpretation 
of results is a key element of every scientific protocol. Scientific comparison or distinction of two measurement values, 
for instance, would not be possible without consideration of MU.  
A development that has become perhaps more visible recently is public mistrust of science (Millstone & Zwanenberg, 
2000). It can be argued that education systems all over the world fail to teach about basic scientific limitations and 
methodology. This can be considered one factor that leads to some form of disappointment and ultimately critical 
attitudes towards science in general for a significant number of the public during the COVID-19 pandemic (Rowland 
et al., 2022; Van der Bles et al., 2020; Van der Linden & Löfstedt, 2019). Under these circumstances, the implementa-
tion of MU in the science classroom could have the potential to prevent such attitudes by contributing to a much more 
veritable understanding of NOS. It could be argued that questions regarding the existence and determination of the 
true value of a quantity are part of a rather philosophical discussion about experiments. However, if the different 
arguments above are concerned, the determination of a quantity with its corresponding uncertainty is a key foundation 
of (the philosophy of) physics and science, which makes it a key concept for science education. MU is substantially 
linked with basic principles of acquisition of knowledge and the theory of falsification (Popper, 1934). Buffler el al. 
(2009) found such positive influence of learners’ understanding of MU on the conceptualization of NOS. 

1.2 Research gap in this specific field 

Despite a considerable number of references to MU in various national curricula (e.g. Federal Ministry of Education, 
Science and Research, 2017; Department for Education of the UK, 2015), a study conducted by Nagel et al. (2021) 
displayed that teachers in the Austrian education system rarely implement MU in their teaching. Stated reasons were 
insufficient competences regarding MU by the teachers themselves and a lack of available teaching materials or corre-
sponding chapters in schoolbooks. Nonetheless, the study also showed that those teachers consider MU to be an 
important topic and a meaningful part of general education. Corresponding findings are provided by Möhrke (2020) 
based on a teacher survey in Germany (State of Baden-Wüttenberg). This circumstance is also reflected by only a small 
number of references to existing evidence-based materials on MU in recent publications (cf. Unterrichtskonzeptionen 
für den Physikunterricht” Schecker et al., 2021). Research that has been conducted so far, will be elaborated on in 
section 2.1.1. as some materials on MU have been developed rather recently. Such works have focused on isolated 
examples for application of MU (Hellwig et al., 2017) or exclusively on the development of a normative comprehension 
model that focuses on subject matter on MU relevant for secondary education (Hellwig, 2012). However, no specified 
teaching-learning sequence (TLS) or curriculum for upper secondary based on GUM has been developed and evaluated 
up to this point (Schecker et al., 2021).  
What can be observed in general is that recent projects and research on MU and education indicate a change in trend 
within science education research. This is represented by research focussing on the development of conceptual models 
on MU and approaches to the fundamental introduction of its relevance within science education research (Heinicke, 
2012; Heinicke et al., 2010; Heinicke & Holz, 2018; Heinicke & Holz, 2020; Hellwig, 2012; Hellwig & Heinicke, 2020, 
Priemer & Hellwig, 2018). Additional worked indicating the described shift in focus relates to practical courses at 
university level (Buffler & Lubben, 2008; Petts et al., 2021) or the field of students’ beliefs and the relationship between 
knowledge about MU and different competences of learners (Kok & Primer, 2023; Kok et al., 2019; Heinicke & Holz, 
2020; Masnick & Morris, 2008; Nedden & Priemer, 2020). However, Nagel et al. (2021) concluded based on obtained 
data, that additional (didactic) research and the development of evidence-based materials is necessary for a long-term 
implementation of MU by teachers. So, a broad research and development project at University of Vienna started to 
systematically develop and evaluate curricula for the introduction of MU in lower and higher secondary (Nagel, 2023). 
One TLS for lower secondary (age 10-14) based on GUM was developed by Loidl (2021) during a Master’s project at 
the University of Vienna. An additional one for upper secondary was developed by Bärenthaler-Pachner (2022) and is 
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the matter of this paper. 
Preceding elaborations outline the significance of MU in science education and that its broad implementation has 
influence on more general aspects of scientific understanding that cannot be anticipated or evaluated as of now. It can 
be argued for a change in attitude towards MU in the field of physics teaching as brought to the point by Heinicke and 
Holz (2019) as they refer to MU as an unwanted visitor in class figuratively standing between scientists and their desired 
true value, which should be given a different and scientifically more valuable role. 

2 Research background 

2.1 Theoretical key concepts 

There is a close and unfortunately sometimes ambiguous connection between the concepts of uncertainty and error. 
Heinicke (2012, p. 9) casts light upon historical reasons and linguistics issues for this circumstance. Terms such as error 
or propagation of error derive from the fundamental model of Carl Friedrich Gauß (Theoria Combinationis Observationum 
Erroribus Minimis Obnoxiae) and have been used without clear consistency at university level. It should be noted that 
already Keppler used the term incertitudo to show that the term is a semantically and conceptionally not a merely recent 
invention (Heinicke, 2012, p. 92). It may be suggested that no clear semantic distinction between error and uncertainty 
has at least the potential of confusion for learners at secondary level. That is why science education researchers from 
this particular domain (Buffler & Lubben, 2008; Heinicke & Holz, 2019; Loidl, 2021; Nagel, 2021; Petts et al., 2021; 
Priemer, 2022; Schecker et al., 2018, etc.) are in favour of the terminology suggested by GUM (BIPM, 2008), which 
corresponds with the ISO/IEC Guide 98-3:2008-09 norm. Basic principles and concepts established by GUM are seen 
as the appropriate basis for the development of concepts and materials for science education on tertiary and secondary 
level, despite some criticism (Buffler et al., 2009; Heinicke, 2012; Nagel, 2021). Nagel (2021) and Heinicke (2012, p. 
247) highlight not only the didactic, but also economic value of GUM for international collaboration in research and 
business by comparing it to the International System of Units (SI) in that regard. 
The essential distinction between errors and uncertainties is that errors have to be avoided, while uncertainties are 
unavoidable and essential to estimate the probability of the existence of the true value within the range of uncertainties. 
If an error produces a measurable difference between a measurand and a reference standard, it is called systematic 
error and has to be corrected (Nagel, 2021, p. 8). GUM defines “uncertainty arising from random effects and from 
imperfect correction of the result for systematic effects” and that the “exact value of the error in the mean arising from 
these effects cannot be known” (p. 5). It is also mentioned explicitly that the “uncertainty of the result of a measure-
ment should not be confused with the remaining unknown error” (BIPM, 2008, p. 6).  
It can be summarised that the main difference between determinable errors und uncertainty is that MU in contrast to 
such errors cannot be eliminated. (Nagel, 2021, p. 8). GUM (BIPM, 2008, p. 5) therefore suggest the term “random 
effects” instead of random error to avoid confusion.  
Sources for MU are provided in (BIPM, 2008) and include “inexact values of measurement standards and reference 
materials, finite instrument resolution or discrimination threshold” and “approximations and assumptions incorpo-
rated in the measurement method and procedure” (p. 6) amongst other examples. MU is closely linked to the measur-
and, which is defined as the “quantity to be measured” (BIPM, 2008, p. 49). It related to the concept of true value. 
According to GUM a distinction between the measurand and the “true value of the measurand (or quantity)” (BIPM, 
2008, p. 4) is not necessary. Nonetheless, the concept of true value will be presented in further detail in this section 
due to its relevance for the TLS based on didactic assumptions (section 4.1). Before elaborating on issues regarding 
the true value, the question needs to be answered how MU can be determined. 
There are two different types of evaluating MU according to GUM. Type A evaluation (of uncertainty) is based on the 
“statistical analysis of a series of observations” (BIPM, 2008, p. 3) which involves the application of a suitable model 
(e.g. Poisson distribution, Gaussian distribution, etc.) for a specific series of measurements. If the sample size n of this 
series is large enough (n > 10), the type A evaluation of uncertainty (TAU) is equivalent to the standard deviation of 
the (arithmetic) mean ux, and defined as shown in (1). 
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Standard deviation of the mean, also referred to as standard error1 (Nagel, 2017, p. 29), is the appropriate statistical 
quantity to describe the dispersion of the mean since the dispersion of an individual data value to the mean (i.e., 
standard deviation) is of no relevance for future predictions. A future mean will appear in an interval of ± ux around 
the mean with a probability of 68,3 % and likewise the true value lies within the same area and the same probability 
according to this model (Nagel, 2017, p. 30).  
Type B evaluation (of uncertainty) is defined as a “method of evaluation of uncertainty by means other than the 
statistical analysis of series of observations” (BIPM, 2008, p. 3) and can be provided along with one single measure-
ment. Any gauge that includes a scale, accounts for type B evaluation of uncertainty (TBU) that is composed of three 
main subtypes (i.e., uncertainty of calibration, linearity and reading) among other factors that must be considered. Its 
operating mechanism, material properties and method of production can cause several undetermined deviations be-
tween measurements. Consequently, TBU hast to be provided by the manufacturer directly on a gauge or included in 
the manual (e.g. digital multimeters). The value for TBU frequently corresponds with the reading uncertainty, which is 
either the last significant digit displayed of a digital reading or the resolution of an analogue scale. TBU can be seen as 
the accuracy of a measurement, whereas TAU as its precision. In general, accuracy is of greater value when it comes 
to providing information about measurements, unless the TAU is larger than the TBU. To prevent providing an unat-
tainable MU with the final result of a measurement, the larger uncertainty is relevant for each specific experimental 
setting. The result therefore consists of the arithmetic mean of a series of observations and the appropriate MU. 
A final key concept is the true value of a quantity, which cannot be determined according to basic principles of empir-
ical science (Nagel, 2021, p. 9; BIPM, 2008, p. 32). GUM addresses this aspect by classifying the word ‘true’ as redun-
dant and simply referring to the value of a quantity or measurand (BIPM, 2008, p. 50). However, this does not rule out 
its existence. On the contrary, statistical models show why the true value has to exist and why the mean, determined 
on the basis of a set of data, is its best approximation. Likewise, Fig. 1 displays that standard deviation of the mean is 
the appropriate statistical quantity in contrast to standard deviation within the model. The beauty of this model lies in 
its characteristics that the deviation of the mean will be zero for an infinite number n of measurements (Fig. 1), which 
would lead to the value of the mean and the true value being identical.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison of standard deviation (top diagram) and standard deviation of the mean (bottom diagram) for a 
dice experiment (Gränicher, 1996, p. 27)  

A detailed summary of theoretical concepts that are relevant for the topic of MU is provided explicitly for teachers by 
Nagel (2021), which also elaborates on further aspects of TBU, differences between precision and accuracy, measurand, 
types of errors, etc. 

2.2 Summary of relevant literature on MU 

2.2.1 Current state of research and curricular legitimations 

As outlined, the amount of research in the field of MU and science education has been rather limited until recently. 
Heinicke and Holz (2019) describe MU as an unwelcome visitor, which can be seen as linked to teachers being in favor 
of less sensitive experiments, which do not involve large MU (Höttecke, 2013). Recent research and the development 
of teaching concepts has been carried out by Buffler and Lubben (2008), Glomski and Priemer (2010), Heinicke et al. 
(2010), Heinicke and Holz (2018), Heinicke and Holz (2019), Lippmann (2003), Loidl (2021) and Petts et al. (2021). 
As not only content knowledge about MU, but also specific didactic competences have been regarded as decisive for 

 
1 This represents another example of terminology that can lead to ambiguity and confusion between uncertainty and error. 
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the implementation of this topic in science education (Buffler et al., 2001; Heinicke & Riess 2009), the development 
of corresponding materials and in-service teacher training have significant potential. However, there are no known 
curricula, which are specifically based on GUM and designed for upper secondary learners so far. The limited number 
of materials and first concepts for the introduction of MU in upper secondary that can be identified were developed 
by Boczianowski & Kok (2020), Kok & Priemer (2023), Neumann (2021) and Wagner et al. (2021). Justifications for 
fundamental understanding of MU can be found in various legal frameworks for different education systems. The 
Austrian national curriculum for instance explicitly refers relevant aspects such as observation, description, analysis 
and protocolling experiments, understanding of methods and practices specific to physics and teaching about scientific 
models in physics (Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research, 2017). National curricula for upper secondary 
in Switzerland also refer to the importance of topics and concepts that can all be seen as related to methods and 
practices in physics, which undoubtedly require knowledge about MU. (EDK, 1994, p. 108; Department for Education 
- Canton St. Gallen, 2019, p. 65). The curriculum for the canton of Bern also clearly lists MU as a key concept for the 
beginning of physics teaching and providing measurement values in an appropriate way (Department for Education - 
Canton Bern, 2017, p. 197). As far es German curricula are concerned, relevant documents from various federal states 
widely include references to experimental competences and knowledge about scientific practices as well (Ministry for 
Education, Youth and Sport – Brandenburg, 2021; Ministry for Education - Rheinland Pfalz, 2022). The curriculum 
for the state of Bavaria, which is planned to become applicable in 2025/26, accounts for detailed and explicit references 
to MU. MU is linked to comparing and evaluating scientific results, the significance or meaningfulness of data and the 
process of acquiring knowledge in physics and science in general (Federal Institution for Education Standards and 
Research in Education - Munich, 2023, p. 2-4). Regarding an English-speaking context, the national curricula for GCE 
AS and A level in physics too state that learners should be able to “evaluate results and draw conclusions with reference 
to measurement uncertainties and errors” (Department for Education of the UK, 2014, p. 19) and the “limitation of 
physical measurement” is listed as required knowledge and understanding (Department for Education of the UK, 2014, 
p. 12). Despite considerable differences between federal states within the United States, the National Research Council, 
which is a part of the National Academy of Sciences, publishes the "Framework for K-12 Science Education” that is 
seen as significant influence on science education standards and curriculum development in the US. MU is referred to 
in the context of what it “means to learn science” and “understanding the nature and development of scientific 
knowledge” (National Academies of Sciences, 2012, p. 251). “Ways of dealing with uncertainties and agreed-on levels 
of certainty” are considered crucial elements of scientific knowledge and skills (National Academies of Sciences, 2012, 
p. 251). It can be summarised that the importance of MU for deeper scientific understanding of basic principles is part 
of numerous curricula on an international scale. More recently updated documents tend to go even further into detail 
when acknowledging the concept of MU with regards to competences and knowledge that can be linked to NOS. It 
can be argued that such deeper understanding is without exaggeration fundamental to education in physics and science.  
Additionally, official documents of the OECD also explicitly refer to the importance of understanding MU in the 
context of scientific reasoning (Strategic Visioning Expert Group, 2020) to name another official document within a 
greater context. This document on a strategic vision for science education names the concept of uncertainty as a 
“central feature of most scientific issues” relevant to all generations (Strategic Visioning Expert Group, 2020, p. 9). 
Ways of expressing uncertainty as a “key element of scientific culture” are considered vital to respond both individually 
and as a society to a variety of challenges which, for instance, could be “posed by global health emergencies, such as a 
pandemic” (Strategic Visioning Expert Group, 2020, p. 9). Furthermore, probabilistic assertions, which involve the 
determination of MU, are seen as an opportunity to teach young people about science’s strengths rather than weak-
nesses, by facilitating a change of position with respect to new evidence. This corresponds with a statement by recent 
Austrian Nobel laureate Prof. Anton Zeilinger, describing the greatness of science lying within the circumstance that 
a whole scientific community can change its opinion if there is experimental evidence disproving models and theories 
that sometimes even have been established for centuries (Anjobi Videoarchiv, 2023). 
To conclude, from a traditional point of view, the role of the experiment in science education has further evolved. 
Undeniable central in physics teaching, its role changed from the art of demonstration (Wiesner et al., 2011, p. 113) 
towards a learning process that puts learners’ participation and action in the centre of experimental settings. In that 
way learners should be given the opportunity to explore and work with new concepts, such as MU, to facilitate the 
development of competences. Another aspect mentioned in the Austrian national curriculum is the relevance of phys-
ics for the economy. This can be related to MU as outlined before. The consensus in science education research, that 
the approach provided by GUM is the most suitable in science education has already been mentioned before. Nagel 
(2021) puts emphasis on this by stating that the distinction between error and uncertainty provided with this ISO-
norm and its inherent use of consistently precise language has to become ubiquitous practice in science and teaching. 
The relevance of MU for better understanding of NOS has been elaborated on in 1.1. and this section. References can 
be found in multiple official documents and the current state of research also indicates benefits of learning about MU 
for learners of science. At this point it can only be assumed how significant the implementation of MU as a fundamental 
concept affects future generation´s views on our world, our relationship to physics and the public perception of science 
in general.  
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2.2.2 Research on students' beliefs 

Eine Data on (mis)conceptions about MU is likely to be linked to conceptions about NOS in general, which is why 
research in this area is also relevant. Schecker et al. (2018, p. 279) describe that learners believe that the laws of phys-
ics exist in the world and doing science means trying to find them. Heinicke (2012, pp. 477- 478) also refers to the 
attitude of students at school, university level and even teachers that science is objective, and that scientific reasoning 
does not involve human conclusions, creativity, or the consideration of the theoretical framework of a model. This 
shows that the model-based nature of science does not seems to be part of the general conceptions for the majority 
of learners. Anecdotic evidence of similar disbelief can be seen by the reaction of university students in one of Rich-
ard Feynman statements during one of his Messenger Lectures on “The Character of Physical Law” in 1964. The 
audience laughed when Feynman elaborated on the very first step of building a scientific model with “[f]irst, we 
guess it, [audience laughs] no don’t laugh that’s the truth.” (Burton, 2015). This example shows that even for univer-
sity students of physics back then, this aspect of NOS seemed far from obvious and recent data shows the same pat-
terns. 
As far as specific conceptions about MU are concerned, Schecker et al. (2018, p. 279) argue that beliefs about experi-
menting include views on measurement and its role in an experimental setting.  This involves the idea that a meas-
ured value and especially the process of measurement is straightforward and one single measurement provides, if 
executed properly, a true and accurate result. Buffler et al. (2001) describe this “point reasoning” as the view that 
each single measurement is seen as one possible result for the true value of a quantity. Heinicke (2012, p. 473) points 
at the relationship between such ideas and the dominating conception of feasible determination of the true value. 
Furthermore, Schecker et al. (2018, p. 279) argue that the credibility or trustworthiness of one measurement is highly 
overestimated. The usage of the term error (of measurement), or (measuring) error or similar wordings are estimated 
to reinforce this conception, which is why Schecker et al. (2018, p. 279) also argue for the term uncertainty from a 
didactic point of view. A study by Heinicke (2012, p. 49) showed that MU was considered unnecessary information 
of an experimental result for most university students. Evangelinos et al. (2002) observed in another study that uni-
versity students would only provide MU with results, which were considered not to be trustworthy. Furthermore, 
Ryder and Leach (1999) detected the idea that the quantity of measurements is associated with its quality at university 
level. Garret et al. (2000) found similar lack of distinction between the concepts of precision and accuracy for chem-
istry students.  
Loidl (2021, p. 59) concludes based on her data, that learners at lower secondary level associate MU with the experi-
menter instead of the experimental setting. Although the number of research on students’ beliefs is again limited, 
main characteristics indicated by significant research can be summarised as follows:  

▪ The true value of a quantity can be determined (if the scientific setting and execution are optimised) 

▪ A single accurate measurement provides the true value 

▪ Errors/uncertainties can be eliminated 

▪ Error and uncertainty describe the same phenomenon 

▪ MU do not have to be provided with the result of a measurement (unless it can be considered ‘flawed’) 

▪ MU is caused by human factors and are not part of NOS 

▪ Trustworthiness of a result is linked to the person or group of people who conducted the experiment. 

The issue of no clear distinction between the concepts error and uncertainty lies at the heart of most listed views and 
is likely to stem from the outlined inconsistent use of different terminology by educators and scientists. This lack of 
distinction can be regarded as closely connected to conceptional beliefs about the true value. These are likely to be 
caused by associations with the words error and true value, while neglecting or at least overlooking aspects of MU. 
However, due the low frequency of the term uncertainty (germ. Messunsicherheit) in semantic contexts of learners at 
secondary level and everyday language in general2, it can be argued that learners have no stable pre-existing concepts 
for MU at least for German and English-speaking contexts. That is also why the approach of a conceptual change 
(Duit & Treagust, 2003; Schecker et al., 2018) cannot be considered suitable in comparison to the opportunity of 
establishing a new concept called MU. This also complies with the approaches suggested by Haagen-Schützenhöfer 
and Hopf (2020, p. 9) outlining that conceptual change “is triggered by continuous strategies rather than by cognitive 
conflict”. The implementation of “key stimuli that activate desired knowledge elements” Haagen-Schützenhöfer and 
Hopf (2020, p. 9) is advised instead. Consistent use of concise language in the field of MU relates to such stimuli and 
is also promoted in the relevant literate (Heinicke, 2012; Nagel, 2021; Schecker et al., 2018).   
 

  

 
2 A frequency of 6 per million words in the spoken part of the British National Corpus for uncertainty is for instance provided by 
the University Centre for Computer Corpus Research (University of Lancaster) https://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/bncfreq/flists.html 

https://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/bncfreq/flists.html
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Design based research (including the Model of Educational Reconstruction (MER) 

Findings of science education research can unfortunately still not be considered of determining influence on the prac-
tice of physics teachers (Haagen-Schützenhöfer, 2015, p. 4). Duit et al. (2012, p. 15), for instance, observed that science 
education is considered irrelevant by a majority of teachers. It is argued by Gräsel and Parchmann (2004, p. 204) that 
a transfer of science education knowledge into teaching practice is more likely if evidence-based teaching concepts 
take school-specific circumstances into account and abide by them. This aspect of practicability leads to a conclusion 
by Haagen-Schützenhöfer (2015, p. 4) that the goal of science education research should not only focus on improving 
methods and results, but rather be motivated by the needs and issues of such practical aspects of teaching. Duit et al. 
(2012, p. 15) argue for the method of Design- Based Research (DBR) to develop scientifically evaluated materials that 
are derived from school realities. 
With this understanding, DBR can be seen as a suitable method to affect both future research and teaching practices 
in a beneficial way. Haagen-Schützenhöfer (2015) provides a corresponding application for “design-based research as 
a model for curriculum development” in introductory optics. DBR can be considered of qualitative nature (Feulner et 
al., 2015, p. 217) with a characteristic interaction between methods, materials, media, teacher(s) and learners (Rein-
mann, 2018, p. 12). Despite DBR not being fully compatible with the quantitative criteria of objectivity, reliability and 
validity (Altrichter et al., 2018, p. 104), this does not imply that qualitative methods and tools cannot be included in 
DBR projects. However, the six quantitative criteria provided by Mayring (2016, pp. 144-148) can be regarded as 
suitable for DBR, which lead to the development and selection of most testing instruments of this project. DBR is 
characterised by its variable application of research- and development cycle (RC & DC), in which processes can take 
place on a heuristic, empirical, production and validation level (Haagen-Schützenhöfer & Hopf, 2020). At its core lies 
the teaching and learning environment (TLE), which can be seen as an evolved final TLS, and the aim of DBR is the 
development of such a final product that has scientific and practical relevance. The superordinate research question of 
such a research method can be seen as, whether the TLE facilities the achievement of predefined learning goals. The 
strength of DBR for development in education in general lies in its application within “naturalistic” contexts while 
combining “empirical education research with the theory driven design of leaning environments (Haagen-
Schützenhöfer & Hopf, 2020, p. 2). It can be argued that this method has the potential of becoming a cornerstone of 
further teacher professionalisation and a standard practice for research project during teaching degrees (e.g. Bachelor 
or Master papers) in general.  
However, there is criticism about potential limitations of DBR regarding issues of generalization and what is referred 
to as the paradigm of DBR (Haagen-Schützenhöfer & Hopf, 2020, p.1), which includes the approach often being 
“criticized for having unclear methodologies for warranting claims”. This paradigm includes design principles guiding 
the design process and additionally also functioning as hypotheses “that are tested to refine local instruction theories 
about teaching and learning” (Haagen-Schützenhöfer & Hopf, 2020, p.4). Guisasola et al. (2023, p. 23) comment on 
this issue by stating that DBR seeks to “study the efficacy of particular TLS designs and, on the other hand, develop 
humble theories on classroom science teaching”, which can be considered humble due to context specific analysis of 
teaching-learning processes. The importance of implementing different methodologies to generate general theories 
implies higher aspects of generalisability with a decrease of testing instruments and research- and development cycles. 
These humble theories are sometimes also referred to as “local theories” (Haagen-Schützenhöfer & Hopf, 2020; 
McKenney & Thomas, 2018) within the context of educational design research. McKenney & Reeves (2018, p. 35) 
point out that a “local theory is produced when limited manifestation of a certain phenomenon is studied (e.g. several 
iterations of one basic intervention are studied in just a few classrooms)”. It is described that they can be used for the 
development of similar design studies and thus potentially induce further research in general. Despite outlined issues, 
these can also be seen as one strength of DBR, as in opposition to a traditional theory-testing setting, a DBR approach 
“explicitly exploits the design process as an opportunity to advance the researchers understanding of teaching, learning, 
and educational systems” (Edelson, 2002, p. 107). Aspects of representativeness and generalization must therefore be 
reflected on when conducting and presenting results and products within a DBR context (Brown, 1992, p. 173; McKen-
ney & Thomas, 2018; Confrey, 2005, p. 147). Stake (1995) refers to interpretations of such reflections and presented 
data as “petite generalizations” to introduce a suitable metaphor. 
DBR may not only serve as a tool for further innovation in education, but also greater public recognition of the 
teaching profession due to such field specific publications of practical relevance. Cobb et al. (2003) touch upon this by 
putting emphasis on the precondition that when conducting a DBR project “the theory must do real work” (p. 10).  
Despite Haagen-Schützenhöfer (2015, p. 21) mentioning the Model of Educational Reconstruction (MER) based on 
Kattmann et al. (1997) as one of many components of DBR, it should be noted that conducting MER on MU played 
such a fundamental role for the design of the TLS, that it should be mentioned explicitly as another main method in 
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this section. The methodology of this particular DBR project on MU involved the following research- and develop-
ment cycles (Tab. 1): 
 
Tab. 1. Summary of research and development cycles according to DBR 

cycles description and setting 

DC I MER (Kattmann et al., 1997) and development of a first version of TLS 

RC I Expert interview (Bogner et al., 2009) and analysis of TLS (Dr. Clemens Nagel) 

Micro-DC Testing of experimental settings of TLS with 2 groups (NMS-Obervellach, Carinthia) 

RC II Expert interview (Bogner et al., 2009) on adapted TLS (Univ.-Prof. Dr. Martin Hopf) 

DC II Probing acceptances (Jung, 1992) with 3 learners (Bundesgymnasium 18 Klostergasse, Vienna) 

DC III Testing of TLS in classroom setting, 2 groups (Bundesrealgymnasium 14 Linzer Straße, Vienna) 

RC III 
Presentation of first data and TLS during expert discussion (AECC-Physics, University of Vi-
enna) 

DC IV Final testing of TLS in classroom setting, 1 group (Bundesrealsgymnasium Lienz, Tyrol) 

 
The development of teaching materials and an overall teaching concept for MU involved the formulation of opera-
tionalised learning goals. A number of 6 testing instruments (cf. triangulation; Mayring, 2016, pp. 144-146) were utilised 
during evaluation cycles of the DBR project. Those instruments were partly specifically designed or adapted in accord-
ance with mentioned goals. These were formulated and accessed during MER (DC I), the two expert interviews (RC I 
& RC II) as well as the expert discussion (RC III) and are listed in section 4.1 (Tab. 2).   
DC I involved analysis and summarisation of the relevant literature for both specific terminology and relevant findings 
on MU in science education. Core concepts, which will be elaborated on in the following section were defined and 
first drafts for a TLS on the basis of teaching models (Oser and Baeriswyl 2001) were developed. The concepts and 
materials were presented and discussed in RC I and subsequently the experimental settings were tested with two dif-
ferent groups to evaluate anticipated time frames and issues of practicality (Micro-DC). The Micro-DC included ob-
servation and reflection materials for the teacher who tested the materials along with additional feedback by the teacher 
after the lessons. At this stage of the project, adapted materials and preliminary results were again presented and dis-
cussed during an expert discussion in RC II. The following two cycles involved probing acceptances with three differ-
ent learners. Developed materials were tested with those three students and additional follow-up questions were dis-
cussed individually with each of them (e.g. motivational and practical aspects, evaluation of terminology by the learners, 
definition of core concepts, etc.). Hypotheses that had been formulated on motivational aspects, practicality and learn-
ers’ conceptions on MU were confirmed within this setting. DC II and especially DC III correspond with the validation 
level that is called “ecological validation of artifacts” (Haagen-Schützenhöfer & Hopf, 2020, p. 4) which refers to a 
DBR product being tested in teaching settings that are as authentic as possible. During DC III, the TLS was conducted 
with two different groups, which involved following analysis of video data and pair work video data, written assess-
ments, analysis of observation forms for an additional teacher (passive observer) and analysis of in class questions and 
tasks via an online tool. Before the expert discussion in RC III that involved researchers from the AECC- Physics in 
Vienna, steps and results from all previous cycles, the current version of the TLS and collected data were presented to 
those experts. Additional questions were provided to start the expert discussion and participants additionally elaborated 
on further aspects (section 4). In DC IV, the same approach was employed as in DC III to collect supplementary data 
within a distinct environment. Conclusively, an analysis and comparison of all the gathered data was conducted to 
assess whether the set learning objectives could be deemed achieved within the scope of this DBR project. 
To summarise, testing instruments consisted of probing acceptances, written assessments, tasks during the lessons 
(data collection via online tool), two different types of observation forms, post-teaching discussions with class teachers 
(cf. communicative validation; Mayring, 2016; Klüver, 1979), analysis of classroom video data and analysis of pair work 
video data (cf. categorised date analysis; Altrichter et al., 2007; qualitative content analysis; Mayring, 2000). The written 
assessment was designed to match single items with one specific predefined learning goal and can be considered a tool 
of quantitative nature compiling with the corresponding criteria. The initial phase of DBR additionally focuses on the 
deduction of design principles from theoretical and empirical foundations (Haagen-Schützenhöfer & Hopf, 2020). 
Refinement took place in the same cycles as it was the case for learning objectives, which are listed and elaborated on 
in the following result section as they can be seen as a decisive constituent of the final TLS. 
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4 Results 

This section presents the two main areas of outcome of the research process, which are the main properties of the 
final version of the TLS and the presentation of data that has been obtained during several cycles. 

4.1 Key characteristics of DBR product (TLS on MU) 

The basis for the development of the teaching concept were methodology-based design principles on a general level 
and in consequence key ideas and operationalised learning objectives for the development of teaching materials. Design 
principles were based on relevant previous DBR works, expanded on the basis of research cycles and also resulted 
from the findings of MER on MU (Tab. 2). The principle of practicability related to the DBR requirement of impacting 
teaching and learning in “naturalistic context” (Barab & Squire, 2004, p. 2). Practicability responds to the reality of 
limitation regarding materials, (prep)-time and the general setting in class. Thus, this principle demands a minimum of 
available materials for experimental phases so that further use by practitioners is promoted. Haagen-Schützenhöfer 
and Hopf (2020, p. 2) relate to this aspect of DBR by stating that “effectiveness and easy implementation in authentic 
classroom settings” is strived for, which also requires involvement of practitioners from early development stages on. 
The development of one worksheet packet that includes tasks, exercises, essential definitions of key concepts and 
additional information means that the relevant content for the topic of MU is covered by one document. Such a packet 
was designed to be universally applicable in lower secondary due to no standard establishment of MU at the start of 
secondary physics education yet (Nagel et al., 2021). This manifests itself essentially in the aspect that no additional 
physics-specific content is imbedded in the TLS, and that no new science knowledge is established alongside MU or 
required to work on the packet. However, implementation is strongly advised at an early stage of physics teaching and 
therefore also designed for the beginning of secondary education. In that way MU can be included in experimental 
tasks from an early stage of physics teaching and competences extended with following experiments in class. Materials 
for the whole TLS include this worksheet packet, detailed lesson plannings, a didactic commentary (teacher’s guide) 
and print templates for the required materials.  
The definition of core concepts, which are MU (Type A and B), measurement value, measurand, mean, true value and unit, 
stem from MER and research cycles. These were derived from relevant research on characteristic concepts that has 
been carried out so far (e.g. Buffler & Lubben, 2008; Heinicke, 2012; Kok, 2022) during three research cycles. The 
concept of the true value, for instance, is also part of materials created by Buffler et al. (2005). The concept of unit is 
included in an optional additional part of the TLS that has been developed but not evaluated. The idea behind this 
optional lesson is to cover topics (e.g. units, orders of magnitude and the SI) that have already been implemented by 
teachers in their practise. This approach was taken to motivate teachers to incorporate MU into a topic they are already 
planning to teach. 
Additionally, the concept of “trustworthiness” (germ. Vertrauenswürdigkeit) was adopted by Loidl (2021) and is given a 
more central role for the development of this particular TLS. The concept and wording of trustworthiness therefore 
is mirrored explicitly in learning goals, throughout the entire worksheet packet and testing instruments were signed to 
focus on the concept too. Trustworthiness as a tool to combine everyday language of learners with the concept of MU 
can be interpretated as a local theory (section 3.1) that has been applied and refined within this DBR project. The 
function of trustworthiness is assumed to connect terminology used by learners in daily interaction and the technical 
term MU. Despite obvious linguistic reasons with differences across multiple languages, it can be argued that within a 
German-speaking context and likely the English language as well, the introduction of Vertrauenwürdigkeit or trustworthi-
ness embodies additional support for conceptual understanding of MU. The relation between trustworthiness and MU 
is therefore also elaborated on by Covitt & Anderson (2022) and the concept of trustworthiness is seen as relevant to 
“developing science literacy” and learners should engage with both trustworthiness and MU “separately and together” 
(Covitt & Anderson, 2022, p. 1175). Pols et al. (2019) likewise use the term trustworthiness during a series of experi-
mental activities with upper secondary learners to evaluate results and the quality of their measurements. For science 
teaching within other linguistic contexts, science education research within that specific community on terminology is 
obviously required when designing or adapting teaching materials on MU. Hu and Zwickl (2018) also introduce the 
trustworthiness of experimental results within a survey examining students’ views on validity of experiments at univer-
sity level. Likewise, Fussel et al. (2022, p. 194) adopt the same items on trustworthiness for “a survey question that 
probes students’ perspectives on the reliability of physics experimental results”. This was used within the context of 
machine learning for automated content analysis.  
The principle of including appropriate statistical analysis (e.g. calculation of mean and deviation of the mean) according 
to GUM was formulated due to two main reasons. Usage of mathematical tools such as GeoGebra, Excel or advanced 
calculator functions enable learners to calculate these values within a short period so that statistical analysis will not be 
the main activity of a lesson. Secondly, implementation of proper tools will avoid having to replace previous concepts 
with more accurate ones subsequently. The concept of the deviation of the mean and its relation to the true value is 
considered of such conceptual significance that it must be included to reach defined learning goals. The entirety of 
leaning objectives in accordance with key ideas are listed in Tab. 2 and the entire design principles are listed below: 
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Design principles 

▪ The central conceptual term is ‘trustworthiness’ of results and its determining factors (e.g. number of meas-

urements, errors during the conduction of an experiment, specification of a certain gauge, etc.). 

▪ Practicality 

▪ Context-independent use of the TLS packet throughout upper secondary level 

▪ Misconceptions or learners’ beliefs are not explicitly addressed or presented. 

▪ There are no significant preconceptions about MU among learners yet, so this concept can be developed 

without direct reference to learners’ perspectives on MU3. 

▪ The instructional subject matter is not determined by the scientific subject, but by the needs of the learners 

(Haagen-Schützenhöfer, 2015, p. 26). 

▪ The focus of the TLS is to make learners aware that the indication of MU is a fundamental component of 

measurements and scientific practice. 

▪ The Fundamental scientific terms (cf. Elementaria; Kattmann et al., 1997) are MU (Type A and B), measure-

ment value, measurand, mean and true value. 

▪ The Fundamental concepts are the ‘trustworthiness’ of measurements (factors that influence trustworthiness) 

and the scientifically correct reporting of results using recognised formalisms. 

▪ Statistical analysis is not the main focus of the TLS and should occupy only a small part of it. Nevertheless, 

the technically correct evaluation according to GUM is preferred, as this should not pose any difficulties for 

learners using mathematical tools (e.g. GeoGebra, calculator, Excel, etc.), and additionally, no concept is 

introduced that may later have to be discarded. 

 

Tab. 2. Key ideas and operationalised leaning objectives resulting from MER and expert interviews 

key ideas 
learners can … (operationalised learning objec-

tives) 

 
The individual measurements in a series of 
measurements are usually not identical          
(Loidl, 2021, p. 90). 
 

… describe steps during the production and use of 
a measuring tool that lead to TBU. 
 

MU can be determined using method A and B. 

 
… differentiate between TAU and TBU. 
… calculate the mean and standard deviation of the 
mean for a given set of measurements. 
 

 
Results can differ in terms of their trustworthi-
ness. 
 

 
… evaluate measurements based on their trustwor-
thiness. They can then rank different measurements 
based on their MU and make comparisons regard-
ing trustworthiness. 
 

 
A measurement value should always be indi-
cated with the appropriate MU. 
 

… correctly report measurement results (mean ± 
uncertainty) and distinguish between correct and in-
correct indication of scientific measurement values. 

  

 
3 This is only the case within a German-speaking context since germ. Messunsicherheit represents a technical term from the field of 

experimental science only and has no additional meaning or interpretation. The German word Unsicherheit on the other hand does 
not correspond with the semantic field and associations related to uncertainty in English. Instead Unsicherheit resembles the feeling of 
insecurity within the spoken German language (cf. germ. sich unsicher fühlen) and connotations within a scientific context can be 
considered unlikely for the target group.  
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4.2 Main structure of TLS 

Die The TLS is designed of two lessons and consists of two coherent sessions followed by a third optional one. The 
optional lesson follows the TLS in methodology and is about the topic of (SI)-units, dimensions and orders of magni-
tude. These specific materials were created to make the TLS more appealing for practitioners as these concepts are 
usually covered at the start of most physics’ classes at least to some degree. In that way, teachers are enabled to teach 
a topic that is already implemented both in curricula (Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research, 2017) and 
teacher practices and in addition to introducing the new concept of MU, as already touched upon in section 4.1. The 
stages of each lesson are based on the 12 basis models by Oser and Baeriswyl (2001) and general outlines of deep and 
surface structure are summarised in Tab. 3 and 4. 
 
Tab. 3. General lesson outline for first session according to basis model 

Session I - manufacturing a ruler 
Basis model: ‘learning through personal experience’ (Oser & Baeriswyl, 2001) 

time deep structure surface structure (outline of visible activities) 

10 
min 

planning of action 

introductory text on MU (faster than light measurement at CERN?) 
with follow up discussion on NOS and MU,  

planning of action: learners manufacture a measuring tool to find out 
more about them 

15 
min 

performance of 
action 

learners build their own inch ruler (scaffolding worksheet) 

15 
min 

construction of 
meaning 

rating of trustworthiness and comparison with further tools that meas-
ure length 

generalisation of 
the experience 

introduction of TBU, which applies for all types of gauges 

10 
min 

reflecting on simi-
lar experiences 

online survey on examples with general relevance to TBU 

 
 
The first lesson’s structure is derived from the model “learning trough personal experience” (Oser & Baeriswyl, 2001) 
and its core elements are learners building their own measuring tool and the introduction of TBU. An introductory 
text on the measurement of superluminal speed at CERN in 2011 and the resulting violation of special relativity in the 
context of MU was developed to introduce the term MU. Afterwards learners are split into two groups and have to 
collect ideas and arguments for two opposing opinions on NOS. It is followed by a plenary discussion led by the 
teacher and students have to argue for either opinion A (i.e., physics is an accurate field of science) or opinion B (i.e., No 
scientific knowledge can be 100% accurate). An essential aspect at this stage is that leaners are not provided with a right or 
wrong answer at this point. Rather is this instance framed as a starting point for the upcoming lessons to find out more 
about MU to be able to answer this question with more certainty. Hence, this starting discussion and students’ beliefs 
and ideas can be reviewed at a later stage of the TLS.  
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Tab. 4. General lesson outline for second session according to basis model 

Session II – measuring length and interpreting results 
Basis model: ‘concept building’ (Oser & Baeriswyl, 2001) 

time deep structure surface structure (outline of visible activities) 

5 
min 

activation of pre-
knowledge  

summary and reflection of previous session in plenary (schematic 
knowledge), teacher states that the objective for this session is to 

‘test’ the self-made inch rulers for measuring length 

25 
min 

introduction and 
execution of a 

prototype  
(new concept) 

pair work: measuring length of papers strips and subsequent calcula-
tion of an unknow total length, data from the whole class is collected 

(modified strips ensure normal distribution of data) 
statistical analysis in class with introduction of TBA (e.g. teacher-cen-

tred, digital tools, individually, etc.) 

10 
min 

development of 
characteristics 

mean and MU are related to trustworthiness of a measurement result 
(advanced tasks on worksheet or online tool e.g. socrative, nearpod, 

schoology, etc.) 

10 
min 

application and 
transfer of the 

concept 

individual analysis of a given set of data including correct reporting of 
the result (mean ± uncertainty) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Cardboard calibration standards 
and numbered paper strips 

Fig. 2. Rating scale for trustworthiness (cf. Loidl, 2021). Reasons 
for ratings are thickness of the felt pen, aspects of cutting the pa-
per and difficulty of folding. The learner adds that rating depends 
on the object that should be measured with the ruler. 
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To find out more about MU and measurement tools in general, a step-by-step guided task to manufacture an inch ruler 
in pairs follows. Especially in countries outside of the Anglosphere, where the imperial system has no to little curricular 
tradition or everyday relevance, this adds aspects of novelty in opposition to merely building a ruler that is already 
familiar to learners. The steps of this task correspond with the first two subtypes of TBU, when leaners have to transfer 
the length of a calibration standard of one foot onto a piece of paper (uncertainty of calibration) and fold a second 
strip of paper with the same length into 12 parts (uncertainty of linearity). The calibration standard can either be 
provided with a piece of wood or alternatively strips of cardboard (Fig 3). Apart from that, the materials needed can 
be seen in Fig. 5 and align with the design principle of practicability. The last step of this task includes the estimation 
of the trustworthiness of each individual ruler using a rating scale with explanations (Fig. 2) that has been adopted 
from Loidl (2021). Following activities included the definition of TBU, different notations of MU, comparison of 
different measurement tools (triangle ruler Δl = ± 1 mm and tape measure Δ l = ± 1/16 ″), a fact box on TBU and 
further differentiated tasks 
The second lesson resumes with the handling of the inch ruler from lesson one with an TBU of ± 1″ for measuring 
length and follows the stages of the basis model “concept building” (Oser & Baeriswyl, 2001). Learners work in pairs 
and are given paper strips of a specific length (40″) that has been previously measured and cut with tools of a high 
“trustworthiness” (i.e., small MU). Learners complete a table with the values for the individual strips to calculate the 
sum and therefore total length of the paper before it was cut. Each group gets numbered strips because the cutting of 
the 40 ″ lengths has been done randomly before so that each group measures different strip lengths. The learners are 
given the Information that the total length for all groups is the same. However, its value must not be known by the 
leaners. During this phase learners will engage with aspects of reading uncertainty as the task and the teacher will ask 
them to provide values only as accurate as it is possible due to the scale of their inch ruler. If students indicate values 
with a decimal, they are asked to round to the nearest whole number. This activity again involves the estimation of 
trustworthiness not of the utilised tool but the determined value itself with the same rating scale that has been used in 
the previous lesson.  
Different values for the total length are gathered and documented in class afterwards (Fig. 4). The paper strips are 
modified in a way that outliers or a at least a spread of data that resembles Gaussian distribution can be realised. 
Gaussian distribution was chosen due to it being referred to as the most common distribution according to GUM 
(BIPM, 2008, p. 24) and relevant passages in the Austrian national curriculum for mathematics (Federal Ministry of 
Education, Science and Research, 2017). Additionally, the concepts of the true value, standard deviation of the mean 
and a Gaussian distribution are conceptionally linked within that Gaussian model and were considered complementary 
to the concept of MU on the basis of MER (cf. “elementaria” Kattmann et al., 1997). It should be noted that Gaussian 
distribution and actual calculation of standard deviation of the main do not represent such existential content as the 
true value and MU. That is why the two are also not included in defined core concepts which are introduced in the 
previous section. Regarding the complexity of a Gaussian distribution, Fig. 4 can simply be described as a graph that 
provides information about an area where the true value can be found with a certain likelihood in class (e.g. the peak 
of the graph shows an area were the true value is very likely). This approach has been included explicitly in the didactic 
commentary. Engaging the Gaussian model on a deeper level can be considered optional and as context dependent 
(e.g. school type, implementation of mathematical tools, variable mathematical competences, etc.). Follow-up ques-
tions ask for the measurement value that is most likely closest to the true value and reasons for the spread of data. It 
is only after these activities that it is revealed to the learners that all groups were given a total length of 40″ measured 
with means of high trustworthiness, which is also used as a transition to the next phase of the lesson. This part is the 
statistical analysis of the data collected in class to calculate the mean and standard deviation of the mean to be able to 
provide a measurement value with the appropriate MU. Different methods of conducting this analysis (e.g. teacher-
centred, application of digital tools, etc.) can be chosen individually by the teacher. Concluding tasks involve correct 
reporting of results, ranking and comparing results according to their trustworthiness and the comparability of different 
results based on MU. 
The sum of all materials including lesson plans, worksheets and a didactic commentary for teachers can be accessed 

via the following link: https://aeccp.univie.ac.at/lehrer-innen/fuer-den-unterricht/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Example for in class documentation of measure-

ment values for total length of a paper strip 

Fig. 5. Materials for manufacturing an inch ruler 
with Δ l = ± 1″ 

https://aeccp.univie.ac.at/lehrer-innen/fuer-den-unterricht/
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4.3 Significant results of all cycles 

4.3.1 Expert interviews 

The cycles before probing acceptances (DC II) were conducted, were dedicated to the development of design princi-
ples, definition and selection of core concepts (e.g. MU, true value, mean, etc.) and choice of models for the TLS. This 
stage led to the results presented in the previous section (e.g. key ideas and learning goal, design principles, structure 
and tasks of the TLS). This process involved many steps that cannot be displayed in their entirety by this article. Ideas 
on the concept of uncertainty propagation, for instance, were not further developed due to issues of learners’ mathe-
matic skills at the targeted age group, just to name one aspect that had been discussed during this expert interview 
stage. Testing of the experimental setting (Micro-DC) showed no difficulties when learners carried out the experiments. 
Testing took place in two different classes and the teacher was provided with an observation form for post-teaching 
reflection as a basis for further discussion. During this discussion, no issues regarding execution, difficulty or applica-
bility were raised. On the basis of expert interviews, two hypotheses were formulated for the cycle of probing ac-
ceptances. Additional questions and rating scales were added to probing guideline questions relating to motivational 
aspects of learners and the experimental step of folding a strip of paper into twelve pieces.  

4.3.2 Probing acceptances 

These were conducted with one pair of students as well as one single student from the same class and audio recording 
were taken for post probing analysis. 8 categories covering reasoning processes, solution strategies and utterances and 
activities leading to incorrect assumption or solutions were defined for the analysis of the recordings. Learners did not 
show any difficulties regarding task comprehension and during the experimental settings. Key concepts were also 
defined and distinguished correctly in post-probing debriefings. Ratings of trustworthiness were in general low for 
both the manufactured ruler and learners’ measurement results with it. However, learners named the provided materials 
and methods used (e.g. folding, using a thick felt pen, etc.) as reasons for a low rating instead factors related to the 
experimenters (faulty human execution of a task). One learner articulated this for example by saying that she sees the 
aim of building the ruler with such simple tools and additionally transfers this issue and therefore the concept of MU to 
a more general context according to the following statements (Fig.7):  
 

Well, this [MU] can be applied to other measuring tools as well. 
Even triangle rulers are not 100% precise because their marks also have some thickness to them and probably also the 
machines that produce such rulers don´t work absolutely precise. 

 
Fig. 7. Learner transcript from probing acceptances 
 
Furthermore, gaining knowledge about imperial units and learning how to fold something into 12 parts was mentioned 
explicitly by all participants as personally valuable to them. The concept of random deviation as one reason for MU 
and the concept of randomness in general seemed to be at least not entirely relatable for these participants. The word-
ing trustworthiness had been discussed in detail with all participants. Despite initial connotations of trustworthiness 
with people instead of measurements (e.g. a trustworthy person) learners used this terminology consistently throughout 
the probing phase and additionally considered it the most suitable in this specific context after a short reflection and 
discussion. Surprisingly, the term error had not been mentioned by any student during this stage. As far as the hypoth-
eses based on the previous cycles are concerned, Likert scale rating (1-5) showed that the topic of MU in general was 
considered useful and interesting by the participants and there were no indications of negative motivational impact 
(average rating of 3.5). Learners also followed the step-by-step instruction when building their inch ruler and did not 
think of further scaling by additional folding. The wording of the task on paper strip measurements also ensured that 
values were not provided using decimals. Additionally, all tasks on ordering measurement results according to trust-
worthiness and correct reporting of results were solved correctly in with all probing participants. 

4.3.3 Testing in classroom settings 

These cycles involved collection of data via multiple tools. The analysis of data provided by video material was per-
formed using the same categories used during probing acceptances. Categories were both predefined but also adapted 
and expanded during this stage. The teaching materials were collected after each lesson for analysis of worksheet 
exercises and tasks, in addition to data on additional tasks collected via an online tool in class. The final stage of these 
cycles consisted of data collection using the developed written assessment.  Post-teaching discussion based on two 
different observation forms with the class teachers, who were observing throughout the whole lessons, were con-
ducted, corresponding with the qualitative criterion of “communicative validation” (Mayring, 2016, p. 45). Evaluation 
took place in a total number of three classes (age 16-17) and two different schools in Austria. The total number of 
learners that participated in these testing settings was 32, with some being absent at some sessions. An extensive scale 
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analysis and categorisation resembled the findings from the probing acceptances. No incidents of misunderstanding 
or lack of comprehension regarding wording and tasks could be observed. Usage of the term MU could already be 
observed at the start of all lessons during the classroom discussion on NOS. Various views on NOS were detected 
from the idea that nothing is verifiable and knowledge about quantum theory to physics in its nature being 100 % 
precise with a lack of human expertise until the current time period (e.g. physics is accurate, but our instruments and 
models are not). Examples of correspond statements by leaners are provided on the next page in Fig. 8, 9 and 10. 
 

Nobody said that physics is NOT precise/accurate. We just talked about that physics is not 100 % precise/accurate. 
Yes, but science is manmade, so it is based on humans doing science and we know that humans are not perfect and there-
fore science cannot be perfect either.  
Those measurement uncertainties of course make an Experiment inaccurate, which could be seen in this CERN experi-
ment. 
Oh yes of course we have to distinguish between theory and practice […]  if we come up with a scientific law and it can 
be proven, then it is possible to be accurate in theory. 

Fig. 8. Learner transcripts from testing in classroom setting during discussion on NOS and MU 

 
Utterances during a group discussion are provided in Fig. 9: 
 

L1: And science itself consists of formulas and those are accurate, or they exist […] in a sense of physics exists and it is 
accurate, and it cannot be changed. It can only be the case that you don´t have any results yet. Like with the sun, which 
also goes up every day. 
L2: Yes, I would have said that the mistake does not lie with science but with [pause and both students simultaneously] 
THE MEASUREMENTS! 
L1: But are measurements part of physics [in contrast to being part of human application]? 
L1 in plenary: We agreed that there are mistakes are not part of science but more part of measurements, so the people 
that take those measurements and that is why inaccuracy (germ. Ungenauigkeiten) occur. But theoretically Science itself 
is precise.  

 
Fig. 9. Learner transcripts from testing in classroom setting during pair discussion on NOS and MU 

 
The analysis also showed that there were only two instances of learners using the term error (germ. Messfehler), when 
referring to errors made by humans such as messy executions and no other references to errors were recorded else-
where. 
Ratings of trustworthiness, were again, predominantly on the negative scale for the participants. Nonetheless, even 
those who chose higher ratings provided the same arguments (e.g. folding of paper, scale of the ruler, thickness of 
scissor blades and pens, etc.). Examples for comments by learners regarding this issue during the task are:  
 

But the thick pen is not precise, is it?   But we should cut out strips inside of the line, right? 
The pen is thicker than the crease, that´s a problem!  Folding into thirds cannot be totally accurate!  

Fig. 10. Learner transcripts from testing in classroom setting on reasons for ratings of trustworthiness 

 
Relatively high ratings of trustworthiness also referred to these methods and tools and related them to the purpose of 
length measurement (e.g. it can be considered trustworthy for the goal of measuring paper strips but not for anything 
that requires more precision). Errors in the sense of GUM during the various processes were not referred to. A ques-
tion item during the lessons on reasons for deviation of measurement values showed difficulty regarding the concept 
of random deviation. Hardly any learners saw this as a reason, which had already been the case during probing ac-
ceptances. MER and previous cycles resulted in the conclusion that this concept however is not essential for the 
understanding of MU. The wording coincidence or randomness (germ. der Zufall) seemed to be more inappropriate or 
unrelatable for learners as random deviation (germ. zufällige Abweichung) was selected more often in another item. This 
could also indicate why such reasoning was not used by learners when rating trustworthiness. Nonetheless, an answer 
stating that every series of measurements is characterised by deviation of some degree, was selected by over 75% of all 
participants. Statistical analysis did not show to be too demanding for the sum of all leaners. Especially calculation of 
the mean was achieved throughout all classes individually, whereas determination of the deviation of the mean was 
solemnly achieved via calculators in one class and online tools or Excel in the two other classes. This stage lasted for 
a maximum of 10 minutes with all participants and class teachers also explicitly recorded that the mathematical level 
was appropriate. 
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In class online tasks on ranking and comparing results according to their trustworthiness showed striking results. In 
one class a ranking task was successfully accomplished by 12/12 learners and the other two classes showed equal 
achievements.  Another task on the correct reporting of results also shows that hardly any answer showed selection of 
a result without an uncertainty (cf. answer C, Fig. 12). Analysis of collected worksheet highlights this circumstance as 
no answers without documentation of MU were found. However, it cannot be said whether these answers were com-
pleted after in class discussion of solutions. Summarised results for online tasks that correspond with specific learning 
objectives are illustrated in Fig. 11 and 12.  Fig. 11 shows that 85 % of all participants were able to order measurements 
values correctly in class, with answer A using providing a solution with the same order starting with highest trustwor-
thiness instead of lowest. In Fig. 12 answer B and E were false options due to incorrect rounding for B and a missing 
indication of a unit in E.  
 

 
In total, 64 % of all answers provided in this multiple-choice item were correct and a striking result is that reporting 
without MU was only chosen once in all three evaluation settings. Results for two items from the written assessment 
show equally successful student performances. An item on ordering according to trustworthiness was solved correctly 
by 24/24 learners. Analysis of collected worksheets additionally showed that comparison of trustworthiness between 
a triangle ruler and a 1/16 ″, as a transfer exercise (application of new knowledge in a different context), was accom-
plished by almost all learners. Results on correct reporting are even more significant with this testing instrument, as 
correct answers were given 23/24 times. 
Summarised results for each individual learning goal and achievement according to each relevant testing instrument 
are shown in Tab. 3.  Indication of hyphen expresses that validation for this specific learning goal was not possible due 
to the nature and design of that chosen instrument. However, this does not indicate that learning goal has not been 
achieved. A benchmark of 75 % correct answers was set for given achievement of objectives by the instruments of in 
class online tasks and the written assessment. A slightly refined version of the written assessment was used for the last 
testing cycle, which is why results for two items were removed from the evaluation results (cf. BRG 14, Tab. 3). Written 
assessment items were designed in way that leaners could either acquire full or no points. 
As outlined in section 2.1.2 research on students’ beliefs on MU is still quite limited. One issue that was observed 
during probing acceptances and all classroom testings was that learners would initially always provide the smaller MU, 
after determining TAU and TBU, as it was considered ‘better’. However, onetime clarification that providing a smaller 
MU than the TBU of a gauge for instance would portray ‘fake certainty’ (germ. falsche Vertrauenwürdigkeit), subsequent 
tasks were all solved with the appropriate MU.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12. Summarised results for in class item on cor-
rect reporting of results  
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Tab. 5. Summary of learning objectives and fulfilment according to each testing instrument 

learning goal 

probing ac-
ceptances 

video data analysis 
& observation 

forms 

written assess-
ment 

in class online 
tasks 

BRG 
14 

BRG 
Lienz 

… describe steps during the production 
and use of a measuring tool that lead to 

TBU. ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ 

… evaluate measurements based on their 
trustworthiness. They can then rank dif-
ferent measurements based on their MU 
and make comparisons regarding trust-

worthiness. 

✓ ✓ ✓4 ✓ ✓ 

… correctly report measurement results 
(mean ± uncertainty) and distinguish be-
tween correct and incorrect indication of 

scientific measurement values. 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

… calculate the mean and standard devi-
ation of the mean for a given set of meas-

urements. 
- ✓ ✓ ✓ - 

… differentiate between TAU and TBU. 

✓5 ✓ - ✓ - 

 

4.3.4 Expert discussion 

Methodology and design of the TLS had been approved during this expert discussion that involved researchers and 
concept developers from the Austrian Educational Competence Centre Physics (AECC-Physics) at the University of 
Vienna. It was agreed that it is vital to the TLS that learners do not end up with the conception that physics can never 
be 100 % accurate and therefore science cannot be seen as trustworthy. This resulted in an explicit commentary in a 
teacher’s guide that has been developed for the teacher materials. It is mentioned that teachers should keep this issue 
in mind and refer to the initial discussion of the first lesson repeatedly when the concept of trustworthiness and deter-
mining factors for highly trustworthy scientific results are established in class. 
Discussions between experts on the terminology of trustworthiness resembled reflections and thought processes from 
early stages of the DBR project. Alternative wordings depicting the concept of MU that have been mentioned and 
discussed were credibility, accuracy, precision, reliability, germ. Zuverlässigkeit, germ. Validität germ. Aussagekraft, and germ. 
Genauigkeit. It should be noted that these terms were discussed within the context of alternatives to the term trustwor-
thiness and stem from a rather vernacular or spoken language terminology instead of technical terms. Experts agreed 
that additional research on learners’ associations with such terms is needed to investigate which wording is most suit-
able to manifest the right conceptual understanding for learners. However, terms such as reliability or validity have 
been evaluated as problematic due to their specific definitions in the field of science (Altrichter et al., 2018, p. 104). It 
was argued that, at least within a German speaking context, trustworthiness (germ. Vertrauenwürdigkeit) accounted for 
high learner acceptance during probing and also lead to achievement of learning objectives that included trustworthi-
ness according to the data collected via quantitative testing instruments. Moreover, trustworthiness was described 
suitable, as all three aspects of qualitative criteria are covered referring to aspects of the ‘trustworthiness of a normal 
distribution model’, which would not be given by a word such as germ. Zuverlässigkeit (e.g. ‘that would not be zuverlässig, 

but within the boundaries of the model vertrauenswürdig). Conceptional value of statistical analysis according to GUM 
was also part of a stimulating discussion. Consensus was reached that learners should be provided with oppor-
tunities to apply new concepts and that calculation and especially interpretation of the deviation of the mean can 
be such an opportunity. The key conceptional difference between standard deviation and deviation of the mean 
due to its relation to the true value was also highlighted during this stage of the discussion. Nonetheless, it was 
agreed on that mere calculations do not add conceptional value to curricula in general. Still, that corresponds 
with the intentional goal of such items in this TLS in the sense that focus was put on stages after the statistical 
analysis based on its results.   

  

 
4 This was the only item where the benchmark score was just slightly exceeded. Scores for all other items where continuously high 
and for some items even higher than 95 %. 
5 Differentiation between the two concepts was regarded as given if learners were able to successfully define TBA and TBU and 
explain the two concepts in their own words.  
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6 Conclusion 

Considering the underlying research question of this project, the data obtained during the DBR - cycles (Tab. 5) ex-
presses that all defined learning objectives were achieved for this TLS on MU. Nonetheless this has to be understood 
within the limitations of a DBR approach elaborated in section 3.1. Especially the aspect of generalization should be 
seen critically as this is deemed problematic within DBR in general. Regarding a rather limited number of participants 
during cycles that involved the testing of the TLS in class, additional cycles that contribute insights on a broader scale 
have to be considered. Results of probing acceptances and findings during expert discussions corresponded with the 
idea that the TLS has the potential to be successfully applied within different contexts as well. Based on the nature of 
DBR, the clinical data gathered during this project indicates that the TLS has at least similar potential in different 
settings despite aspects of humble or local theories in DBR (Guisasola et al. (2023, p. 23). The “local results” showed 
that learners were able to successfully assess the trustworthiness of scientific measurement practices and results, as well 
as compare such based on what was framed ‘trustworthiness’ in this teaching concept. It can be argued that this is an 
indicator for conceptual understanding of MU and its application in various context. Such application also involved 
knowledge about correct use of scientific formalism required for reporting MU and determination of TBA and TBU.  
Observations showed that the concept of MU was used and referred to by learners from an early stage of this setting. 
The same accounts for wording from the semantic field of trustworthiness (e.g. Vertrauenswürdigkeit, sehr vertrauenswürdig, 
unvertrauenswürdig, vertrauenswürdiger, etc.) and instances referring to errors were almost non-existent. It might be argued 
that no items on the conceptual distinction between error and MU were implemented in the TLS. However, the con-
cept of fundamental importance and relevance for scientific practice is MU and the TLS successfully draws attention 
to it. Types of errors are yet defined via a footnote in the worksheet packet to provide clear definitions and differences 
between the two. This implies that it is not possible to completely dismiss the idea of learners blending concepts related 
to error and MU within that context. Affirmation of such a distinction between a concept that would correspond with 
the technical term of error and MU could be detected in further experimental settings. If learners would record and 
present measurement values without any additional information, this would indicate that the concept of MU has not 
been fully developed or distinguished from error. In general, these materials represent a first introduction to MU that 
calls for repeated practice and revision of competences and knowledge regarding MU. Every subsequent experimental 
setting should be seen as an opportunity to draw learners’ attention towards MU again. It can be argued that the TLS 
introduces a relatively high number of new technical terms, such as true value, MU (Type A and B), and measurement 
value and mean. However, what can be considered of fundamental importance is the key idea that a measurement 
value should always be indicated with the appropriate MU. Learners considering MU during other experiments would 
be a main additional indicator for achievements of such objectives. In essence, the key point might not be whether 
learners grasp how to report a value with its corresponding MU. Instead, it could simply revolve around the necessity 
of providing MU because without it, a measured value is meaningless and becomes unnecessary. Technical issues, such 
as rounding and suitable statistical analysis can be considered skills rather than understanding of MU, which can and 
also should be revised at any possible occasion within multifaceted scientific settings.  
Looking at learner’s beliefs about physics, the TLS enables learners to associate MU with NOS and as a consequence 
also with scientific methods and tools instead of what could be termed ‘human errors’. Evidence for this is suggested 
by provided reasoning for high or low trustworthiness during rating tasks. Learners predominantly referred to factors 
of the experimental setting instead of bad execution or ‘human factors’ (e.g. I am not good at experimenting, I did not 
fold the paper properly, etc.) when providing justifications for their ratings. That is why the activity of building your 
own measuring tool can be considered to represent a fitting activity to introduce the concept of MU (cf. learning 
trough personal experience, Oser & Baeriswyl, 2001). It might be the case that erroneous human actions were not 
reported as relevant due to rather low complexity of the task, when building an inch ruler. However, observations in 
class showed that folding into thirds to achieve 12 equal parts posed a challenge for the majority of learners and low 
complexity would contradict mostly low ratings of trustworthiness for the ruler. 
Difficulties in comprehension could not be detected with standard deviation of the mean and the true value but with 
the concept of randomness. Despite ‘random deviation’ not appearing to be that problematic for learners, the wording 
of randomness or chance (germ. Zufall) emerged as an unrelatable idea. Whether this phenomenon is more likely related 
to semantic issues or situated on a deeper level could not be evaluated in this setting. Similarly, further research is 
needed on the term trustworthiness and learners’ conceptual associations with it. Both aspects mentioned are currently 
investigated in research projects at the University of Vienna.  
In general, it is essential to take into account the perspective presented, within the context of DBR by McKenney & 
Reeves (2018, p. 21). It is suggested that when considering a contextual setting, one should regard generalizations as 
working hypotheses rather than definitive conclusions. This role of the context puts the sum of results and conclusions 
into a different perspective. Replication of interventions entails obstacles “since there are so many factors at play when 
interventions go live” (McKenney & Reeves, 2018, p. 20). This is relevant when reflecting on results or implication of 
findings during such a project, but also when the adaption of TLS materials by teachers is discussed. Adaption of 
materials and varying performances by practitioners are another substantial element that makes assumptions on gen-
eralisations, such as beneficial integration of the concept of true value or the positive effect of trustworthiness, on a 
broad scale at least challenging. Additionally, a strong indicator for lasting comprehension of the concept of MU would 
be if learners consider MU during experimental settings at later stages. This factor was not investigated within this 
setting. Furthermore, definition of key ideas and learning objectives is backed up by hypotheses based on research 
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within the scientific community and MER and not by investigation that involved collection of data in the field (cf. 
“ecological validation” Haagen-Schützenhöfer & Hopf, 2020, p. 4). 
Ultimately, the main relevance of MU for science education can be seen in its impact on learners’ ideas on NOS. Even 
though positive effects on deeper understanding of NOS were not under investigation in this setting, video analysis 
hints towards application of MU when referring to scientific models and methods in general during classroom discus-
sions. MU and NOS have, as argued for in section 1.1., educational potential that has not been fully explored yet. This 
is why extended study on this relation can also only be of interest in science education research. The implementation 
of MU using the materials provided for this TLS can also facilitate this type of ongoing research. The required materials 
can be found on the website of the AECC-Vienna6. However, it should be noted that for the time being these are only 
available in German as issues of terminology would require more than a mere translation but also MER of applicable 
wordings for an English-speaking context.  
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